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REFLECTION AND 
MOVING FORWARD
It’s been five years since AEGIS relocated to Pride Park in Derby and looking back 
to reflect, what a journey it has been. For a start, we have increased the number of 
employees six-fold. Whilst strengthening our core engineering team in areas such as 
assessment, safety and rolling stock engineering, we have expanded into new areas of 
work such as on-track machines, on-track plant and infrastructure projects.

We have increased and diversified our client 
base and currently have over 50 active 
clients. We undertake work for clients who 
operate in all areas of the rail industry from 
rail vehicle and machine manufacturers to 
infrastructure managers and from operators 
and leasing companies to component and 
system providers. As well as domestic clients, 
AEGIS is spreading its wings and is currently 
undertaking work for clients in Singapore, 
Vietnam and UAE. We report later on a recent 
business development visit to Singapore and 
Hong Kong.

So, what does the future hold? Well, AEGIS 

will continue with its growth plan in all areas 
but a major part of this will be the growth of 
the work we undertake in the Infrastructure 
sector. With this focus in mind, AEGIS is 
very pleased to announce the appointment 
of Martin Westerman as the new Head of 
Infrastructure. You can read more about 
Martin in the recruitment section of this 
newsletter.

We hope you find this latest newsletter of 
interest. We welcome your comments and 
feedback about the newsletter or any of the 
projects that we are currently working on.

My colleagues Chris Hoare, Bing Yan and I 
recently embarked upon a whistle-stop tour 
of Singapore and Hong Kong to reinforce 
existing and to develop new relationships. 
During the five-day trip, we attended 15 
meetings, giving presentations about 
AEGIS and its capabilities and taking part 
in open discussions about opportunities 
not only in Singapore and Hong Kong but 
in the Far Eastern region in general. We 
visited infrastructure managers such as LTA 
in Singapore and MTR in Hong Kong as 
well as operators, vehicle manufacturers, 
permanent way maintainers and civils 
infrastructure builders.

It was a very tiring but rewarding week 
and we left with several opportunities 

to follow up on. This trip was a positive 
step towards our ultimate goal of having 
a permanent presence in the region. We 
would like to thank all of our hosts and also 
the department of International Trade, in 
particular Catherine Appleby for assistance 
in making the trip a success. We look 
forward to our next visit and to working with 
many of our hosts in the future.

Safety Reviews 

AEGIS has recently undertaken 

several independent safety 

reviews to assure clients that 

products they have purchased 

have been designed using 

robust processes that are 

compliant with relevant 

standards. 

1

Equipment consolidation 

AEGIS is currently undertaking 

an exercise to consolidate 

equipment from two underframe 

enclosures into one enclosure to 

free up space on the underframe 

of a passenger train. 

2

RIS 2700 Review  

In accordance with RIS-2700-

RST, AEGIS is undertaking 

railway vehicle engineering 

change verification work for 

several clients.

3

Class 442 Retraction

AEGIS has been commissioned by 

Kiepe Electric UK to assist with the 

approvals and certification of the new 

traction equipment being fitted to the 

Class 442 EMUs.
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SOME CURRENT HIGHLIGHTS

Flying visit to Singapore and Hong Kong  
Report by Andy Colver



AEGIS is proud to be assisting in the introduction to the UK railway of the next 
generation of railhead remediation technology to increase Network Rail’s ability to deliver 
a safer and more available railway.

AEGIS has been appointed by Schweerbau GmbH of 
Stadthagen in Germany to assist them in the introduction 
of their High Speed Milling on-track machine [OTM] into 
Great Britain for use on Network Rail’s Management 
Infrastructure. Developing on previous similar projects 
Engineering Director Chris Hoare has assembled a team 
to manage all aspects of this project. The main areas of 
focus are Authorisation, Safety, Network Rail Product 
Acceptance and Compatibility including gauging and EMC.

The High Speed Milling OTM is a three vehicle  
on-track machine consisting of two milling vehicles, each 
with a milling head per rail and a support vehicle that 
includes swarf container, rail measuring equipment and 
finishing head.

AEGIS has identified all the requirements that the machine 
needs to comply with to gain certification including 
National Technical Rules, EuroNorms and Rail Industry 
Standards. Our team of Engineers is currently reviewing 
the supplied evidence, raising clarifications where needed 
and then submitting compliance statements to the Notified 
Body, Designated Body and the Plant Assessment Body.

In compliance with the Common Safety Methods 
regulations on risk evaluation and assessment, early on 
in the project AEGIS managed two hazard identification 
sessions, which comprised representatives from the 
manufacturer, machine operator, maintainer, railway 
undertaking and infrastructure manager. AEGIS is now 
assisting Schweerbau in producing the evidence that 
will be required to demonstrate that all identified safety 
requirements have been satisfied.

THE POSITIVE CHOICE

S P E C I A L  R E P O R T

SCHWEERBAU  

High Speed Milling Machine
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Due to the short timescales of the project and following 
discussions with Network Rail, AEGIS has opted to 
make use of Network Rail’s Product Acceptance Pilot 
Project where a Plant Assessment Body is used to do 
the Product Acceptance assessment rather than the 
Network Rail Plant Engineering team. This has included 
presenting the project at Network Rail’s System Review 
Panel where the machine was well received with only 
a small amount of comments from the group. AEGIS 
is now preparing compliance statements against the 
Network Rail Plant Engineering Product Acceptance 
Requirements for the PAB to assess for compliance.

AEGIS has extensive experience of identifying 
and testing Electromagnetic Compatibility and 
Electromagnetic Fields of rail vehicles. The machine is 
currently being analysed to confirm that it is compatible 
to travel on Network Rail’s infrastructure.

Under Chris’ project leadership AEGIS has been able 
to build a project team that is delivering on time and 
providing added value to the client whilst meeting the 
high expectations of both Schweerbau and Network Rail.

F O C U S  O N

KATHIRAVAN UTHAYANAN
Mechanical Engineer

Kath started in the railway industry on a unified graduate scheme where he gained experience working with a 
range of organisations in the railway. He worked on tasks ranging from the maintenance of rolling stock at depots 
to creating a safety plan for the East Anglia route. He is a mechanical engineer, and has worked on safety projects 
for many years, gaining him an appreciation for safety related work including Level Crossing Risk Assessments, 
applications of the Common Safety Method and standards compliance.

Kath lives in Derby and he frequently visits London to see family/friends and play for his Sunday league football 
team. He is a natural sportsman and enjoys competing globally, travelling abroad with his football team as well as 
being selected to play as a representative of his diaspora. Though he enjoys partaking in a variety of sports, he has 
vowed to avoid the dangerous waters of mixed netball, for his one venture into its depths left him with a broken and 
dislocated elbow, ouch!
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Three new additions to the AEGIS team

R E C R U I T M E N T

SAM BARRETT  

Sam is a chartered mechanical engineer who’s primary experience is On-Track 
Plant. Sam’s knowledge extends to the specification and tendering of new plant, 
incident and failure investigation, risk assessment, conformance assessment and 
certification (PAB), Network Rail Product Acceptance.  He also has experience of 
On Track Machines and Portable and Transportable Plant.

“I am excited to have joined a company that prides itself on engineering excellence; I 
have really noticed the impact that it has on day to day working. I am keen to apply 
my existing experience of OTP, as well as taking on some broader work.”

PHIL DALLMAN  

Phil Dallman joins the AEGIS team as a Senior Engineer. Phil has worked as a 
Project Engineer / Manager for more than 10 years. He has worked on various 
projects for TOCs, Manufacturers and ROSCOs. 

Phil says, “After several years at my previous company I decided that I wanted to 
take on a new challenge to develop myself personally and professionally and I hope 
to become a valuable asset in my new role at AEGIS Engineering Systems Ltd.”

MARTIN WESTERMAN  

Martin recently joined the AEGIS team to lead and develop the infrastructure 
business.  He has worked in the Railway industry for some 25 years.  Martin has 
a broad range of experience including railway telecoms, CSM RA, independent 
assessment and notified body certification.  He has worked on a variety of major 
industry projects including Independent Safety Assessor and Notified Body for GB 
GSM-R radio infrastructure and more recently the Notified Body for Thameslink 
ETCS.

“I am thrilled to have joined the AEGIS team at what is a very exciting time for the 
Rail Industry. I very much look forward to helping the company grow particularly in 
the infrastructure sector.”

 

We would like to welcome Sam, Phil and Martin to the team.


